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sizing
! Stretch the analogy?

In some ways - I'm acting as a security  clothier / Taylor - Find the 
right fit for you

pov
! what weariing
! what you're buying
! what others see you wearing

specific company sizing for your organization
! options for sizes - GENERAL TERMS - and some specific 
optionså
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Sizing Commentary
This is about getting the size right.
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BEFORE we go down the road of one size is better ...Let’s be 
clear.

People come in all sizes, as to organizations and environments.
This is NOT about using size to judge anything or anyone.
This is about getting clothing or hazmat suits or security 
programs to fit their intended target.
People, companies, and bears come in all sizes.
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Sizing
Who do you wear?

Vera Wang / Eddie Bauer / make your own...
Barracuda / Cisco / OpenBSD

What size are you?
S M L XL
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aspects of the analogy
! buy off the rack
? wear whatever was on sale...

whether you're a cisco shop, eddie bauer is it, or you make your 
own with OpenBSD - the way god intended

you're still subject to limitations
 - we will relate those to basics of size.
 - Not all companies fit all sizes and vice versa
 - mostly S M L XL

no matter what size, as a practitioner or consultant
 help you categorize companies help control risk

Some places the analogy breaks:
* I'm an XL and I'd rather be an L
* most companies want to be bigger

see if we can stretch the analogy without ripping it to shreds....

some images: 
I won’t share the details of this image search, but I did not use 
TOR,
so you are free to check with my ISP on that search history.  
I’m sure they’ll part with it quite happily for the right price.
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Points of View
In the Trenches
Shopping
From the Other Side
Style / Frameworks
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in the trenches - using your clothes / systems
Shopping - what to buy and why
From the other side - why we need security
Style / Frameworks

In the trenches means different things to different people.
Getting your size right is at least as important 
as knowing where you’re going and what’s protective gear.

If it’s me and I finally get to make that pitch to the company in 
Manila
 (where I have family)  Better believe I’m going to wear 
appropriate attire - Barong Tagalog.

For fashion as with your security program need to know 
environment.

One size does not fit all - no matter what your vendors tells you.
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From the Trenches
What to wear today? (Where are you going?)

Board Meeting vs Racking Servers
Which tool today? (What’s happening?)

Checking A / V vs Incident Response
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With regard to size,

The right tool must be the right size.  

20 machines to tackle in three rooms.
vs 
2,000 machines on 4 continents.
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shopping
Buying

I probably want to buy a bit large...
Owning: 

How long will it last?
Will I grow to fit it?
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At the store to buy something

Today I’m an L - tomorrow will an L fit me?  Do I get that L because it 
feels good to have, even though when I put it on it's hard to breath?

Too small can’t be fixed.
Too large can be tucked in etc.

Consider the source of this fashion wisdom - pulling at the analogy

What do I buy !size?! Style...
! Where will I be wearing it?

upkeep - more about kind than size - but let's go there for a minute.
! I don't like to buy dry-clean-only items - costs to much $ to "support" 
long term
! it kills my monthly budget.

I have to be careful about that with infosec.  Will this cost me monthly?  
! Will I have to do the maintenance myself?  
! Do I need to know regex cold to get the fabric softener to work?

Will it last?   Will I change?

That outfit may look great -
Does it fit your look/ your organization?

You’re the one who’s on the hook for making things operate as 
needed.

Does your system fit you - or would it convey your intended 
message on someone else.
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Attacker
Attacker is thwarted by clothes that fit
In InfoSec buying bigger -usually- helps. 

adverse outcomes are more likely to be stopped 
by oversized defenses

but not too big...
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Physical attacker:  - other class

instead for cyber attacker correlate that with the purpose for wearing 
clothes.
* protection from the elements
* place to hold stuff (wallet, keys, pens)
* look professional

Infosec
* protection from bad actors and accidents - infosec assurance
* keep things safe
* attract customers, investors, employees (good ones)

Adverse outcomes are more likely to be prevented by oversized 
defenses rather than the other way around
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Frameworks
Style

Tie, button shirt, jacket ...
CIS Top-20
NIST-SP800-171 or 53
ISO
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This is how I see my work clothing
! dress pants, button shirt, tie, jacket
! comfortable shoes...
When I go to purchase clothing I'm making sure that I have the right 
style
! no T shirts

Same for IT solutions for customers
! If it's a customer selling circuits which go into boards which go to the 
air force jets
! ! better be looking at NIST 800-171.
! If it's a small customer just trying to have good answers for the 
onslaught of security questionnairs
! ! work with the CIS Top-20
I know some of my trustworthy colleagues have a certain disdain for the 
NIST standards, and I'm not saying that they're wrong.
I am saying that if I'm talking with a company of 20.  
That's 20.  Not 20 thousand.  just 20 people, go small - $2m revenue
they can look at the CIS top 20, get it, and make some progress 
towards reducing risk.
If I tell them they have to pay do download the ISO standard and spend 
a week reading it
they're going to tell me I'm nuts.
 . . . and They're right.
Again - pulling at the analogy a little hard here, but CIS Top-20 can fit 
small companies where ISO is just to big.  
On  the other hand, if you're running an enterprise you better get 
serious and go with the big guns, or you're toast.

It may look great when you’re trying it on.
The vendor may focus on how you look in your new console,
but if it’s going to get in your way in the real world 
find out before you make the purchase.
Take it for a spin.
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Revenue -> Infosec $
 size service revenue yearly monthly
XS DIY $250k $875 $73
S Bronze $2.5m $8,750 $730
M Silver $25m $87,500 $7,300
L Gold $250m $875,000 $73,000
XL Platinum $2.5b $8,750,000 $730,000
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IT Budget from Revenue
! 3.5% average for North America

Infosec from IT
! 10%

XS companies - unsure of datapoints here... %age of revenue may be 
lower.
! DIY / point solutions.
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Options / Mindset
XS S M L XL

$/m $73 $730 $7,300 $73,000 $730,000

Ppl > 1 IT FTE Dept Big Dept

A/V AVG? COTS Console ConsoleS Vuln Mgt

Train Talk Lunch online trainer off-site

Bkup USB USB+ off-site NAS+ S3+...
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This is a talk about small and medium businesses
... not focused on enterprises

Mindset differences
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Small Business

60% of small businesses that suffer a cyber 
attack are out of business in 6 months

- Gary Miller, CEO of GEM Strategy Management
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Where should you expend your resources.

What resource do you have?
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Time v Money

XS S M L

TIME MONEY
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For small to medium businesses the trick is to utilize time 
carefully.

TIME MANAGEMENT

Periodic checks mean - really to them.

remember this when we talk about "REVIEW PERIODICALLY"

budget time to review periodically.
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Specifics XS S M L XL

XS S M L XL
Inventory X X X X
Patching X X X
BYOD X X
Passwords X
Antivirus X
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Here’s the usual vendor diagram

XS is out of luck right?

That’s only for that vendor's solution.
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Specifics XS S M L XL

XS S M L XL
Inventory X X X X X
Patching X X X X X
BYOD X X X X X
User Education X X X X X
Antivirus X X X X X
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Don’t look at only one vendor.

YOU CAN DO SOMETHING. no matter your size

Let’s talk about small/medium
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Specifics XS S M

XS S M
Inventory X X X
Patching X X X
BYOD X X X
User Education X X X
Antivirus X X X
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Focus on small and medium businesses

Mindset, balance, big picture

ITEM: XS / S / M-L-XL

Inventory:  paper, XLS, ... / scripting    REVIEW PERIODICALLY

Patching: watch for vendor patches / push & reboot    REVIEW 
PERIODICALLY

BYOD:  guest network....  GUEST NETWORK / ... NAC?

User education: make it the topic / lunch

Antivirus: Comodo, MS Security essentials / COTS / Console
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Specifics XS S M

XS S M
Disk Encryption X X X
Brand Alerts X X X
Backups X X X
DNS/Web Proxy X X X
RansomWare X X X
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Disk encryption : save your keys in a safe (yes on paper) / buy 
vendor solutions

Brand Alerts : google alerts

Backups : USB (ENCRYPTED) drive in your car / rotating drives to 
safet deposit / cloud?

DNS/Web Proxy DNS / simple web proxy / vendor solutions

Ransomware protection : free solutions (cyberreason) 
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Specifics XS S M

XS S M
Asset Protection X X X
Security Policy X X X
SPAM Prevention X X X
Passwords X X X
Network Segmentation X X X
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Asset protection : Prey Project / vendor solutions

Policy: Read&Write your own / purchase templates / custom 
development

SPAM Prevention: Ask your ISP / mail gateways

Passwords: TALK with users enforcement / auditing

Network Segmentation : start with subnetting / add firewalls / 
manage firewalls
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Summary
SMLXL
Find the balance
Remember the big picture
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REMEMBER if you are a GROWING company.

If it takes you 6 months to implement your program.

THINK AHEAD

How will you look in your toolset.

It’s hard to fix too-small.
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Questions 
Pedro Marcano
Vernance LLC

pmarcano@vernance.com

Vik Solem
MEI Security

vsolem@meisecurity.com
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